Phenotypic and functional characterization of mouse attenuated and virulent variants of foot-and-mouth disease virus type O1 Campos.
A series of genetically related variants arising from a parental wild-type isolate of O1 Campos and its tissue culture adapted variant were differentiated by various cell culture markers (temperature sensitivity, plaque size, viral yield) and lethality in mice. These isolates were additionally characterized functionally and biochemically by examining poly(C) length, RNA synthesis, protein synthesis, and cell receptor binding. In primary bovine kidney cells, the virulent isolates had greater levels of protein synthesis, whereas in baby hamster kidney cells, the attenuated variant outproduced the wild-type parent. The tissue culture adapted variant had substantially greater ability to attach to cells than the parental wild type. The parental wild-type and the tissue culture-adapted variant were similarly neutralized by various sera against whole virus, but the parental wild type was less effectively neutralized by sera prepared from either full or truncated (variable region) bacterially expressed VP1 polypeptides. The capsid region of the genomes of both these variants was sequenced and a nucleotide substitution resulting in a change in amino acid 56 in VP3 was found. The nucleotide sequence change for the remaining two variants was that of the parental wild-type virus.